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Title: Monster Monpiece - Deluxe Pack
Genre: Strategy
Developer:
COMPILE HEART, IDEA FACTORY
Publisher:
Idea Factory International
Release Date: 14 Mar, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 (64-bit)

Processor: 3 GHz Intel i3 or equivalent

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: 3 GHz Intel i3 or equivalent

Sound Card: DirectX 9.0c compatible sound card

Additional Notes: Caution: ATI Mobility Radeon HD 5xxx, 1GB VRAM 5000 series, AMD processor may not work properly
with this game.
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look at this\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665$1.99 is a meager price for the air-tight tactical advantage these
intimidating and arousing poses give your MySims cold war addon persona and you won't even have to try to wreck all kinds of
body cavities on the battlefield
9\/10

PS:don't play mgo it's really boring anything that doesn't apply to the singleplayer is as useful as a walker that actually rolls on
shopping cart wheels. I can't select these costumes in tournament mode for some reason. I can't find any info about it either.
Kinda annoying.. This is a really fun game.

Most of the complaints about the survival aspects are kind of silly because get this...you can turn it off.
Lots of character classes, pretty mindless but fun action, cool loot and some higher tier crafting stuff to shoot for as well.

When you die you drop a lot of your gear but as another review failed to realize is that there is an npc that will find your gear
for you. Really helps with that difficulty spike that comes from having to find your stuff on your own while gimped.

I could go on, but to summarize, this is a very solid game for the price. And it was made by a legitimate legend of the industry
who deserves the support.

If you ACTUALLY PAY ATTENTION TO THE MECHANICS IN THE GAME you will probably have a good time.. War
simulator 2015
i got so depressed i felt like i needed some dewritos to cheer up
then hitler cam along and it was all good. Do I recommend this game? YES
The game launch was a disaster. Yet where many games would tuck tail, grab as much income as possible and bail, Hello (the
dev) stuck with it. They turned this game into everything it should be. Now we are getting true multiplayer and VR!
NOW is the time to pull the trigger on this game.
To the devs: Thanks for doing the right thing.. I'm pretty sure I've gone through and found all possible choices and endings for
this game so I feel relatively certain I can give a proper review on the game. My feelings are somewhat mixed, there was clearly
potential but a lot of bad decisions dragged the game down for me.

The short of it: Good atmosphere, amusing characters, decent horror, very short story, bad monster, mechanics undermine the
horror and the mystery aspects of the game, very bad and time wasting mechanics to fast-forward already visited sections.

Now the long version: I'll try and keep this spoiler free, but I may have to give away some minor plot points, nothing really
important though. I'll start with the major gripe I have with the game: the lack of fast-forwarding through conversations you've
already covered. Sure, technically there is a mechanic to fast forward, if you like clicking like a madman on your mouse to
rapidly skip through the text. The problem is that the image load screens can't be fast-forwarded, nor can certain fixed "load"
screens which always appear despite them not really loading anything other than text! You can't even save manually so you can
replay a specific choice you made. Instead you have rapidly mouse click your way through the section from the save designers
decided to put in for you until you reach it and hope to all that is holy you don't accidently press the wrong choice again. This all
creates a lot of unnecessary padding. Especially since there already exists a conventional method to fast forward through
conversations that is far more practical and used by all other VNs!

Whilst there are multiple death endings, there is only one categorically good ending and another somewhat good ending. If you
found the good ending, then congrats that's the only way you can save your teammates, every other path leads to the death of all
your teammates or the death of some of them. The good ending probably also the least informative route to take, since you are
not given any information as to what the scientists back home found on the plot item that you take back to earth. The somewhat
good ending will always occur if you don\u2019t die, even if you realise beforehand the major trick the game is trying to pull on
you. There is no way to point it out and attempt to resolve the issue unless you follow the good ending path, and that's only
because another character realises the truth and tells you something is up. It doesn\u2019t even make sense for your character in
game to have not picked up on it, unless the organisation you work for only puts fools in charge of delicate operations.

This leads to the next issue, your choices usually end up being binary (either option will funnel you down to two non-death
endings, or lead to the death of all your team members) or being able to choose between several options, all of which result in a
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slightly different flavour of the same outcome. This means the game is very short, and not very content rich since no matter
your choices, you will be railroaded down one of two paths.

Now this would all be fine if they kept to core of what the genre of the game: mystery horror. Since this is a mystery game you
would expect to be able to have bit more control over your teammates, maybe be able to ask them to look at specific items, take
photos, ask a team with you back on earth to help analyse certain pieces of information. Instead, it's completely in your
astronaut\u2019s hands as to when they decide to take the photos for you or describe to you what's going. Occasionally, you get
the option to ask for a photo or be able to ask them to look around some more, but only when the designers decide it would be
appropriate. Your teammates will even completely forget to mention side-paths that you use to reach the same room from
during a different playthrough, all in the name of funnelling you down the two non-death endings of the game. This kills the
investigative side of the story in my opinion, as it allows the designers to obfuscate aspects of the plot so a tinge of mystery
remains as to what happened at the site of the anomaly. But did they at least do the horror right? Well, the atmosphere is quite
creepy and well executed in my opinion, so no faults there. The major problem with the horror is the "monster", which interacts
in a far more lethal manner with your team compared to how it acted with humans prior to your teams\u2019 arrival. It just
blatantly tries to kill your team for no reason that I can gather other than that's what the designers decided monsters should do. It
even inexplicably appears at moments when I know for sure it definitely shouldn't and couldn't due to the layout of the site of
the site. Very disappointing.

Now some of the good aspects: the horror is alright, the writing is decent, and the atmosphere is quite well executed. The
characters are strangely eccentric and comically unprofessional for a supposedly professional first contact team. This however
results in some light comedy to brighten the mood now and then, so I can\u2019t completely fault the designers for going this
route.

All in all, a very rough game. The price is low, so as long as you don't expect much I would say go ahead and buy it. But if you
have even the smallest of doubts, then don't waste your time.. just don't buy this.. By far the worst game purchase i ahve ever
made.

Bad controls, Crappy story, and crappy preformance.
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what a piece of crap.. Voice doesn't work until 3-5 min in-game. However, map is great both in multiplayer and single.. I love it.
You need it. Guiding till the end. It was fun to play without it though.
But anyway, if you play rightthrough you might not need it it but if you are like me and there is some time in between you will
forget what you were looking for and the guide will save you :). a great CCG in itself. plenty of cards are sexy girls, for those
who like eye candy (like me *^_^* ). Nice little game.. no elephants
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